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What does Actifio do?

Copy Data Virtualization

Actifio decouples data from infrastructure, enabling dramatic

Actifio products are based on the patented Virtual Data Pipeline™

improvements in business resiliency, agility, and access to the

(VDP™) technology, creating virtual point-in-time copies of data

cloud. Actifio replaces siloed data management applications with

on-demand, for use by any business application. Actifio’s VDP™

a radically simple, application-centric, SLA-driven approach that

provides the most efficient way to manage data growth while

lets customers capture data from production applications, manage

solving your biggest IT challenges around information resiliency,

it more economically, and use it when and where they need to.

agility, and cloud.

AC TIFIO ALLOWS YOU TO DO THREE TH INGS
· Capture data from production applications, according
to an SLA you can define in just a few clicks
· Manage it in the most efficient way possible
· Use it whenever and wherever you need it

Actifio collapses infrastructure, replacing the many siloed systems
you are using today to protect and access copies of the same
production data—Backup, Snapshot, Disaster Recovery, Dev
& Test, Compliance, Analytics, and others. By creating a single
“Golden Copy” of production and maintaining incremental changes

Actifio’s VDP™ is a distributed object file system, virtualizing the

over time, Actifio lets you spin up an unlimited number of virtual

core primitives of data management to enable instant creation of

copies for any use, instantly and wherever you’d like those copies

virtual copies of point-in-time data from the collection of unique

to be in your infrastructure.

blocks of data. Taking advantage of the VDP™ starts with creating
a Service Level Agreement (SLA) to drive the lifecycle of your
application data. The SLA you create in the Actifio determines:

COPY DATA VIRTUALIZATION

CAPTURE : Data at block level, in native format, according to your SLA

THE SL A YOU C RE ATE IN THE AC TIFIO DE TE R M INES
· The frequency of data capture in native application format
· The lifecycle of the data, for example how long to keep an instantly
accessible pool, and when to move to a more space-efficient deduplicated and compressed pool
· The resources in which they’ll be kept, for example in the Tier I
pool on SAS disk of the most recent snapshots, or in the de-
duplicated Tier II pool using capacity optimized SATA drives

MANAGE : A physical copy anywhere, moved and stored once

· A retention policy directing how long they’re to be stored
· Whether they’re to be replicated to a remote location or cloud service
provider in order to provide geographic redundancy

The Gold Copy
of Production

Once you have created an SLA you will be able to bind it to any
application, physical, or virtual machine, again using a simple
point-
and-
click interface to select from among those that appear
automatically in the Actifio interface.

USE : Unlimited virtual copies for instant access and protection

Actifio solution deployment is non-disruptive to production, and
requires no change to existing data management applications.
Actifio customers often begin with a single use case—for example
test data management. Over time, the opportunity to expand use

data
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data
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business
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data
mobility

dev &
test

cases and eliminate multiple, siloed solutions becomes clear,
and Actifio replaces them with a single, elegant solution to the
enterprise-wide copy data problem.

Actifio Solutions

Operational Impact

Actifio is deployed in IT organizations to reduce capital and operating

Single solution for backup, disaster recovery, business continuity,

expenses, radically simplify IT infrastructure and deliver unparalleled

or test and development and a platform for search, compliance and

business impact. Actifio solutions are deployed in physical, virtual

analytics tools.

or hybrid IT environments, by enterprises and managed or cloud
service providers.

Radical simplicity resulting from copy data virtualization and
policy-based management.

VDP™ is the platform on which both of Actifio’s product families

Freedom from the tyranny of vendor lock-in, the stress of impossible

are built: CDS™, the original enterprise-class data virtualization

backup windows, the complexity of tangled and disparate appli-

system, and Sky™, that delivers data virtualization for the distributed

cations, and the waste of time waiting to recover your busi-

enterprise. VDP is accessed by the Foresight™ API, which creates a

ness-critical data.

gateway to programmatic management and extension. Actifio has
built or is currently developing a broad range of additional business

Confidence in the knowledge that your data management tech-

software services that extend the power and versatility of both

nology delivers on your company’s SLA.

CDS™ and Sky™. For example, Resiliency Director™ is a powerful
orchestration tool that provides a complete resiliency solution for
non-disruptive, automated test and recovery of virtual machines.

Comfort knowing that if and when something goes wrong, recovery is a matter of seconds instead of hours.

Additional Business Services will be delivered over time that address
additional Business Agility and Business Intelligence use cases.
Given the potential scale and scope of an Actifio deployment—
across applications, systems, data centers, remote locations, public
and/or private clouds—it’s vital to manage the virtual environment
simply, directly. Actifio delivers global management of the most
distributed architectures.

About Actifio
Actifio delivers copy data virtualization to hundreds of global
enterprise customers and service provider partners in more
than 30 countries around the world. Our Virtual Data Pipeline™
technology decouples data from infrastructure, enabling dramatic
improvements in business resiliency, agility, and access to the
cloud. Actifio replaces siloed data management applications with a

Business Impact
Improved Resiliency. Improve business resiliency through
instant data access for data protection and disaster recovery.
Actifio has no backup window, and for many use cases, RTO
measured in minutes and not hours.
Enhanced Agility. Business changes fast, and both your infrastructure and your applications need to keep up. Decoupling
strategic application data from rapidly commoditizing physical
infrastructure means you can keep up with those changes,putting
data where you need it when you need it, and slashing application
development cycle times by making it readily but securely available to the developers and DBA’s who need it.
Transition to the Cloud. Moving your apps into the cloud
won’t do you much good if the data that powers them is tied up
in a 20th century data center. Actifio is your on-ramp to public, private, and virtual private cloud-based systems, ensuring your data
follows your applications wherever they live.
Dramatic Savings. Order of magnitude reduction in TCO, resulting from elimination of multiple software licenses, up to a
10X reduction in storage costs, and up to a 70% reduction in network bandwidth costs
Radical Simplicity. Significant reduction in operating expense and
overhead by delivering multiple use cases, from a single integrated
platform, with simple, straightforward management

radically simple, application-centric, SLA-driven approach that lets
customers capture data from production applications, manage it
more economically, and use it when and where they need to. Actifio
is headquartered just outside Boston, Massachusetts, and can be
reached via the web (actifio.com,) Twitter (@actifio,) or email at
info@actifio.com.

REACH OUT TODAY
Learn more about how Actifio can start providing value for you by
emailing info@actifio.com, calling +1.855.886.8997 or visiting us
online at www.actifio.com. We look forward to working together.
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